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Rebecca's Revival is the remarkable story of a Caribbean woman--a slave turned evangelist--who

helped inspire the rise of black Christianity in the Atlantic world. All but unknown today, Rebecca

Protten left an enduring influence on African-American religion and society. Born in 1718, Protten

had a childhood conversion experience, gained her freedom from bondage, and joined a group of

German proselytizers from the Moravian Church. She embarked on an itinerant mission, preaching

to hundreds of the enslaved Africans of St. Thomas, a Danish sugar colony in the West Indies.

Laboring in obscurity and weathering persecution from hostile planters, Protten and other black

preachers created the earliest African Protestant congregation in the Americas. Protten's eventful

life--the recruiting of converts, an interracial marriage, a trial on charges of blasphemy and inciting of

slaves, travels to Germany and West Africa--placed her on the cusp of an emerging international

Afro-Atlantic evangelicalism. Her career provides a unique lens on this prophetic movement that

would soon sweep through the slave quarters of the Caribbean and North America, radically

transforming African-American culture.Jon Sensbach has pieced together this forgotten life of a

black visionary from German, Danish, and Dutch records, including letters in Protten's own hand, to

create an astounding tale of one woman's freedom amidst the slave trade. Protten's life, with its

evangelical efforts on three continents, reveals the dynamic relations of the Atlantic world and

affords great insight into the ways black Christianity developed in the New World.
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This is a much needed study on the history of black evangelical Christianity in the black diaspora.



As a black African evangelical Christian woman with ancestral ties to both Europe and the

Caribbean, I have been informed, intrigued, amused, puzzled, saddened, challenged and overall

inspired by the story of Rebecca Protten's life. The author has done a remarkably thorough job.

Thank you!

This was a great book overall. It was factual history that has been obscured and hidden for 400

years. We have been fed the stories of the "great white hope" who came to "save" the slaves from

their heathenish African ways. This book clearly counters that claim by asserting that it was through

the African slaves themselves that Christianity spread in the caribbean. It is well documented and

purely factual. Anytime the author made a statement of opinion that wasn't quite factual he said

"maybe", or "perhaps". Overall, it was an excellent book. It was somewhat of a difficult read, but it

never hurts to expand your vocabulary!

I wish someone would make a movie about this woman, or at least a documentary. She was so far

ahead of her time - 1st female minister in a Protestant church, and as a black woman! She had an

inter-racial marriage 2.5 centuries before it became readily accepted by others. She then went off to

become a missionary in Africa before it was made popular by the Peace Corps! That she lived in the

1700s is the most amazing part.

Very interesting bit of history and a story well told.
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